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ABSTRACT
We study the distribution of the interstellar neutral (ISN) gas density and the pick-up ion (PUI)
density of hydrogen, helium, neon, and oxygen in the heliosphere for heliocentric distances from inside
1 au up to the solar wind termination shock (TS), both in and out of the ecliptic plane. We discuss
similarities and differences in the large-scale structures of the ISN gas and PUIs formed in the he-
liosphere between various species. We discuss the distribution of ISN gas and PUI densities for two
extreme phases of the solar activity cycle, it is the solar minimum and the solar maximum. We identify
the location of the ISN gas density cavity of various species. We study the relative abundance ratios
of Ne/O, H/He, Ne/He, and O/He for ISN gas and PUIs densities and their variation with location
in the heliosphere. We also discuss the modulation of relative abundance ratios of ISN gas and PUIs
along the TS. We conclude that the preferable locations for detection of He+ and Ne+ PUIs are in the
downwind hemisphere within 1 au, whereas for H+ and O+ PUIs the preferable locations for detection
are for distances from Jupiter to Pluto orbits.
Keywords: astroparticle physics — ISM: atoms — Sun: activity — Sun: heliosphere — (Sun:) solar
wind — ISM: kinematics and dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
The neutral component of the local interstellar mat-
ter enters the heliosphere freely, which is a cavity around
the Sun formed by the interaction of the solar wind with
the interstellar matter. Studies of the interstellar neu-
tral (ISN) gas, enabled by measurements from inside
the heliosphere, allow us to infer the velocity vector of
the heliosphere’s motion with respect to the Very Local
Interstellar Matter (VLISM; e.g., Bzowski et al. 2015)
and bring information about the physical state of the
VLISM including temperature (e.g., Bzowski et al. 2014;
McComas et al. 2015) and elemental composition (e.g.,
Bochsler et al. 2012; Park et al. 2014). Moreover, the
ISN gas flow vector can be studied indirectly by the
measurement of the so-called pickup ions (PUIs; e.g.,
Vasyliunas & Siscoe 1976; Mo¨bius et al. 2015). PUIs are
ions produced by ionization of the ISN gas by the solar
ionization factors, like charge exchange with solar wind
particles, impact ionization by solar wind electrons, and
ionization by solar EUV flux (see more in Bzowski et al.
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(2013b); Soko´ l et al. (2019)). PUIs are also a source pop-
ulation for energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) and anoma-
lous cosmic rays (ACRs), which both enable the study of
the physical processes in the inner and outer heliosheath
(see, e.g., a comprehensive review by Zank (2015)).
We study the ISN gas density of hydrogen, helium,
oxygen, and neon and the resulting PUI densities from
inside 1 au up to the heliospheric solar wind termination
shock (TS) both inside and outside the ecliptic plane
for the solar minimum and the solar maximum. We ap-
ply the methodology developed by Rucin´ski & Bzowski
(1995); Bzowski et al. (1997); Tarnopolski & Bzowski
(2009) for the ISN gas modeling in the heliosphere and
Fahr & Rucin´ski (1989); Rucin´ski et al. (1993, 2003) for
the PUI modeling, with the observation-based ioniza-
tion rates inside the heliosphere (Bzowski et al. 2013b,a;
Soko´ l et al. 2016, 2019).
Our aim is to study large-scale structures of the ISN
gas and PUI densities inside the heliospheric TS. We
discuss similarities and differences in the density dis-
tributions for various species. We examine implications
for heliospheric studies, like, e.g., the location of the ISN
gas cavity, the relative abundance ratios of the ISN gas
and PUIs, and the variations along TS. We also iden-
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tify locations in space that are the most preferable for
measurements of PUIs of various species.
The adopted models are briefly presented in Section 2.
The ISN gas density is discussed in Section 3. The PUI
density is presented in Section 4. The implications for
the heliospheric studies are discussed in Section 5. The
study is briefly summarized in Section 6.
2. MODEL
2.1. ISN density
We apply the Warsaw Test Particle Model1 (WTPM;
Soko´ l et al. (2015)) to calculate the density of ISN gas
inside the heliosphere. In the WTPM software, the so-
called hot model paradigm of the ISN gas distribution
(Thomas 1978; Wu & Judge 1979; Fahr 1978, 1979) is
used with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function
assumed in the source region with the thermal speed,2
which addresses the differences in mass for each con-
sidered species. We use different temperatures, bulk
speeds, and flow directions for the primary and sec-
ondary populations. All particles are traced back from
the locations inside the heliosphere up to the TS with
the ionization rates and radiation pressure varying both
in space and in time along the trajectories of the atoms.
The inflow parameters (velocity vector and temper-
ature) of the primary ISN gas population are adopted
from the results of the analysis of the IBEX-Lo direct-
sampling of ISN He flow after Bzowski et al. (2015): flow
longitude λISN = 255.745
◦ and latitude φISN = 5.169◦ in
ecliptic J2000 coordinates, speed vB = 25.784 km s
−1,
and temperature TB = 7443 K. They are identical for
ISN H, He, Ne, and O. For secondary He population,
we used the results from the study by Kubiak et al.
(2016): λ = 251.57◦, φ = 11.95◦, v = 11.28 km s−1,
T = 9480 K, with the abundance with respect to the
primary population equal to 0.057. Following Kowalska-
Leszczynska et al. (2018a), the density, temperature,
and speed of the secondary H population were adopted
after Bzowski et al. (2008) with the inflow direction iden-
tical as for the secondary He: λ = 251.57◦, φ = 11.95◦,
v = 18.744 km s−1, T = 16300 K, and with the abun-
dance to the primary population equal to 1.75. In the
case of ISN He and H, the local densities are calculated
as a sum of the densities of the primary and secondary
populations (Bzowski et al. 2008) and the total density
is presented afterwards. The adopted densities of the
1 The so-called numerical strain of the WTPM was used
(nWTPM).
2 uT =
√
2kT/m, where T – temperature, k – Boltzmann con-
stant, and m – mass
species in the source region (upwind at TS) are pre-
sented in Table 1.
2.2. Ionization rates
The most relevant ionization processes for ISN gas in-
side the heliopshere are charge exchange with solar wind
particles, photoionization, and electron impact ioniza-
tion. Various species are prone to various ionization
processes as discussed by Soko´ l et al. (2019). Thus,
the modulation of ISN gas density, as well as the PUI
production rates, inside the heliosphere vary between
species. In this study, if not stated otherwise, by ioniza-
tion rates we mean the total ionization rates as a sum of
charge exchange with the solar wind particles (protons
and alpha particles in the case of He), photoionization,
and electron impact ionization. The ionization rates ap-
plied in the calculations are derived from the available
observations of the solar wind and the solar EUV flux.
The evolution of the solar wind proton speed and den-
sity with time and heliographic latitude is adopted after
Soko´ l et al. (2013). The model developed by Soko´ l et al.
(2013) is based on the solar wind in-situ in-ecliptic mea-
surements collected by the OMNI database (King & Pa-
pitashvili 2005) and solar wind speed derived from the
interplanetary scintillation observations conducted by
the Institute for Space-Earth Environmental Research
(ISEE, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan; Tokumaru
et al. 2010, 2012). The photoionization rate is assess
based on the solar EUV flux measurements and a sys-
tem of solar EUV proxies as discussed by Bzowski et al.
(2013b,a); Soko´ l et al. (2019). The assessment of the
electron impact ionization rates follow the methodology
developed by Bzowski (2008). The radiation pressure
model used in the calculation of ISN H is based on the
study by Kowalska-Leszczynska et al. (2018b).
The total ionization rate model adopted in this study
reproduces variations of the ionization factors with time
on Carrington rotation time-scale in the ecliptic plane
and the solar wind related variations out of the ecliptic
plane are modeled with temporal resolution of one year.
The solar wind density and the photoionization rates
decrease with r−2 of the distance to the Sun, and the
solar wind speed in kept unchanged with the distance
from the Sun.
2.3. PUIs
The in-situ measurements of the ISN gas are challeng-
ing due to instrumental limitations, much easier to de-
tect are ions, which are more energetic and have higher
fluxes. Thus, the ISN gas flow direction is very often
studied by means of the PUIs created in the solar wind.
Having computed the ISN density in the heliosphere, we
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follow the methodology proposed by Fahr & Rucin´ski
(1989); Rucin´ski et al. (1993, 2003) to calculate the ex-
pected PUI production rate, flux, and next the PUI den-
sity for the time-dependent ionization rates. However,
in our calculations the ionization rates vary in time, dis-
tance from the Sun, and heliographic latitude. The to-
tal flux of PUIs, FPUI, at a location ~R = (R, λecl, φecl),
where R is a distance from the Sun, λecl is ecliptic lon-
gitude, and φecl is ecliptic latitude, and time t, is given
by the formula:
FPUI
(
~R, t
)
=
1
R2
R∫
r0
n (~r, t)β (~r, t) r2dr, (1)
where n (~r, t) is the ISN gas density and β (~r, t) is the
total ionization rate at time t and at a location ~r defined
by distance from the Sun r, longitude λ, and latitude φ
of every point along the line of sight. The product of
the ISN density and the ionization rate is called the PUI
production rate afterwards. The integration goes from a
distance r0 to R along a radial line, where r0 is the solar
radius. The density of PUIs at location ~R is calculated
by dividing the PUI flux (Equation 1) by the local speed
of the solar wind Vsw
(
~R
)
:
nPUI
(
~R, t
)
= FPUI
(
~R, t
)
/Vsw
(
~R, t
)
. (2)
Estimates of the ionization rates for distances closer
than 0.3 au to the Sun, due to the lack of available data,
is uncertain. However, we must have an estimate for
the ISN gas densities in this region because they signif-
icantly contribute to the PUI population within several
astronomical units from the Sun. In consequence, we as-
sumed an extrapolation of ionization rates for r < 0.3 au
and we calculate the ISN gas density down to 0.01 au
for He and Ne, and 0.1 au for H and O, and next we lin-
early extrapolate the density to the solar radius. Since
the estimates for distances smaller than 0.3 au are based
on extrapolations and makes estimates for the PUI den-
sity there uncertain, the results are presented afterwards
from 0.3 au outward.
In our model, we assume that PUIs originate solely
from ionization of the ISN gas by the solar wind and the
solar EUV radiation and we do not include separately
the term resulting from the charge exchange between
the already existing PUIs and ISN gas as studied by
Zank et al. (2018). Zank et al. (2018) studied the PUI-
mediated solar wind flow inside the heliosphere including
solar wind, PUIs, interplanetary magnetic field, and low-
frequency turbulence to reproduce the PUI observations
made by New Horizons and Voyager 2. Their estimates
of H+ PUIs agree qualitatively with the estimates from
the model discussed in this paper (compare Figure 1 in
Zank et al. (2018) with Figure 9 here).
The solar wind slows down throughout the heliosphere
due to momentum loading due to PUIs injected by
charge exchange reaction and the mass loading effect
caused by the photoioinization and electron impact ion-
ization (Isenberg 1986; Lee et al. 2009), as confirmed
experimentally by Voyager 2 measurements Richardson
et al. (2008b,a). In consequence, the density of PUIs at
TS proportionally increases. But, according to the con-
tinuity equation the plasma density decrease is reduced
by the slow-down of the solar wind as it results from the
charge exchange, as discussed by Bzowski et al. (2013b).
Thus, in our calculations the PUI flux is assessed cor-
rectly, but the PUI density might be underestimated
because of the assumption of the unchanged solar wind
speed. However, most of the PUI density is produced
at much closer distances to the Sun compared to the
TS locations (see, e.g., Figure 9 and discussion in Zank
et al. (2018)), where the solar wind slow-down effect
can be neglected (Bzowski et al. 2013b). Additionally,
the magnitude of the predicted and measured solar wind
slow-down before TS is of the order of the uncertainty of
the model constituents we use. Nevertheless, this topic
needs further investigation in the future to consistently
include the mass and momentum loading effects in the
ISN density calculation with the assumption of a hot
model paradigm with the ionization rates and radiation
pressure variable in time and in space along particle tra-
jectories and PUI modeling.
In our study we also assume an immediate pitch-angle
scattering of PUIs and thus we do not discuss the trans-
port of PUIs with the local interplanetary magnetic field
and the evolution of PUI distribution function discussed
by, e.g., Mo¨bius et al. (2015); Quinn et al. (2016). Those
effects affect the determination of the ISN flow direction
from PUI observations, which is not within the scope of
the present paper.
2.4. Calculation grid
We carry out the calculations in planes related to (1)
the ISN gas flow direction (λISN, φISN), (2) the varia-
tion of the solar ionizing factors, which vary with he-
liographic latitude, and (3) the geometry of available
observations, most of which are limited to the ecliptic
plane. We define the following four Sun-centered planes
with the ISN flow vector expressed in heliographic coor-
dinates
(
~V helISN
)
:
• Crosswind: the plane to which the inflow vector is
a normal vector ~Ncrosswind = ~V
hel
ISN.
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• Polar: the plane that contains the inflow vector
and the north and south heliographic poles; the
normal vector of this plane is defined as ~Npolar =
~ZhelN ×
(
−~V helISN
)
, where ~ZhelN = {0, 0, 1} is the north
heliographic pole.
• Parallel: the plane that contains the inflow vector
and the normal vector of the polar plane; the nor-
mal vector of this plane is defined as ~Nparallel =
~Npolar ×
(
−~V helISN
)
.
• Ecliptic: the ecliptic plane, the normal vector of
this plane is directed toward the north ecliptic
plane ~Necliptic = ~Z
ecl
N = {0, 0, 1}.
The planes are illustrated in Figure 1.
The parallel and ecliptic planes are tilted with respect
to each other by ∼ 8.92◦. Within each plane, the cal-
culation grid is organized in concentric circles around
the Sun, as illustrated in Figure 2. The resolution of
the grid is 5◦ along the circles everywhere except about
±25◦ around the downwind direction, where the reso-
lution is increased to 2.5◦ for the polar, parallel, and
ecliptic planes (see Figure 2). The increase of the res-
olution in the downwind region is to better sample the
shape and variations of the ISN gas and PUI densities in
the focusing cone. Along the radial lines, the points are
distributed logarithmically from ∼ 0.1 au to ∼ 150 au;
for the case of He and Ne the inner boundary is set to
∼ 0.01 au. The outer boundary is set to the location of
TS determined from the global model of the heliosphere
by Heerikhuisen et al. (2014) in its recent version by
Zirnstein et al. (2016). In this model, based on the pro-
ton density change, we found the distance to TS equal to
∼ 70 au upwind, ∼ 116 au downwind, and about 90 au
toward the poles.
The locations of points along each circle are parame-
terized by the phase angle θ ∈ [0◦, 360◦] (see Figures 2
and 3). The phase angle is defined with respect to the
ISN gas inflow direction for the polar and parallel planes.
The parallel and polar planes contain the flow direction
and thus share two points, θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦. For
the ecliptic plane, θ = 0◦ is defined for the direction of
(λecl, φecl) = (λISN, 0
◦). For the crosswind plane, the
point θ = 0◦ is counted from the arbitrarily selected
point (λ, φ) = (345.5◦,−2.3◦) in the ecliptic coordinates.
For the polar, parallel, and ecliptic planes, the phase an-
gle increases with the increase of the ecliptic longitude
of the points in the grid. Figure 3 illustrates the relation
between the phase angle θ and the angle with respect to
the inflow direction θ∗ISN (top panel), the variation of the
ecliptic latitude as a function of phase angle for the polar
and crosswind planes (middle panel), and the variation
of the heliographic latitude as a function of phase angle
along the parallel and ecliptic planes (bottom panel).
2.5. Moments in time
We study differences between the solar minimum and
the solar maximum conditions comparing two moments
in time, the solar minimum in 1996 and the solar maxi-
mum in 2001. We selected these two years as the most
representative for the extreme phases of the solar activ-
ity. The results presented are snapshots of the ISN gas
and PUI density distributions inside the heliosphere for
these two moments in time.
3. ISN GAS DENSITY
The calculated global distribution of the ISN gas in
1996 is presented in Figure 4. Each row corresponds
to a different species (H, O, Ne, and He) and each col-
umn to a different plane (crosswind, polar, parallel, and
ecliptic). The density presented is normalized to the
ISN density assumed in the upwind direction at TS, ac-
cording to Table 1.
The structure of the ISN H density distribution is
quite different from the structure characteristic for the
remaining species, as found in the early studies by Ax-
ford (1972); Thomas (1978); Fahr (1978, 1979). Due to
the joint action of the ionization processes and the ra-
diation pressure, the ISN H gas density is significantly
reduced at a few astronomical units to the Sun and, in
consequence, an ISN H cavity is created relatively far
from the Sun (e.g., Rucin´ski & Bzowski 1995; McComas
et al. 2004). The ISN H cavity, as well as cavities for
the remaining species, are discussed in more detail in
Section 5.1. There is not a maximum of the gas density
at the downwind side for ISN H; instead, the density
asymptotically increases outward from the Sun toward
the density in the VLISM, as presented in Figure 5.
The density of ISN H is reduced throughout the he-
liosphere, whereas for ISN O, Ne, and He the density is
enhanced in a region around the downwind axis known
as the cone. As illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, the cone
extends downwind from the Sun up to the TS and far-
ther out. While Figure 4 presents the similarities and
differences of the large-scale structures of the ISN gas,
the online-only Figure 18 presents the same quantities,
but with distance from the Sun in a logarithmic scale,
highlighting the structures close to the Sun.
A clear, one-peak cone is present for ISN He density,
with the maximum close to 1 au, which makes it easily
detectable by instruments in the Earth’s orbit regardless
of the phase of solar activity. The peak value in 1996 is
about twice the value in 2001. Additionally, as Figure 5
presents, the decay of the density behind the peak is
slower/shallower in 1996 than in 2001.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the four planes used for the calculations. All four planes are shown in gray at each panel and individual
planes are presented in blue. See the text for the definition of the planes. The black dot in the middle of each panel stands for
the Sun. The black arrow illustrates the flow direction of the ISN gas, pointing from upwind to downwind.
Table 1. ISN gas and PUI densities for the upwind (Up) and downwind (Dn) directions for selected distances from the Sun
(r), calculated for 1996 (except the ISN density upwind at TS).
ISN Gas Density
[
cm−3
]
r = 1 au r = 5.25 au r = TS
Up Dn Up Dn Upa Dn
H 1.54× 10−3 1.90× 10−4 3.53× 10−2 9.25× 10−3 8.52× 10−2 6.96× 10−2
He 1.23× 10−2 8.68× 10−2 1.38× 10−2 6.11× 10−2 1.50× 10−2 2.23× 10−2
Ne 2.60× 10−6 1.43× 10−5 4.55× 10−6 2.46× 10−5 5.82× 10−6 1.32× 10−5
O 3.93× 10−6 3.03× 10−6 2.70× 10−5 4.39× 10−5 5.00× 10−5 7.77× 10−5
PUI Density
[
cm−3
]
r = 1 au r = 5.25 au r = TS
Up Dn Up Dn Upb Dn
H+ 7.58× 10−5 8.88× 10−6 7.04× 10−4 1.52× 10−4 2.26× 10−4 9.48× 10−5
He+ 3.11× 10−4 2.11× 10−3 5.77× 10−5 3.31× 10−4 4.42× 10−6 5.66× 10−6
Ne+ 1.10× 10−7 4.84× 10−7 4.39× 10−8 2.47× 10−7 4.88× 10−9 8.62× 10−9
O+ 2.65× 10−7 1.58× 10−7 5.64× 10−7 7.75× 10−7 1.19× 10−7 1.16× 10−7
aThe densities of ISN species at TS upwind adopted after Bzowski et al. (2008) for H, Witte (2004) for the primary ISN He, and Kubiak
et al. (2016) for the secondary He, and Slavin & Frisch (2007, 2008) for Ne and O. These are the normalization factors for the ISN gas
density used in the paper.
bNormalization factors for the PUI density used in the paper.
The intensities of ionization losses for H and O are
very similar (Soko´ l et al. 2019); however, the result-
ing distributions of ISN gas are significantly different
(Figures 4, 5, 6). This is a result of different thermal
speeds for H and O and the action of radiation pressure
on H atoms (Rucin´ski 1985). The main difference is in
the downwind hemisphere, where the density cone forms
clearly for oxygen and a depletion region forms for hy-
drogen. As already discussed by Rucin´ski & Bzowski
(1995); Bzowski et al. (1997) and experimentally stud-
ied by McComas et al. (2004), the ISN H is significantly
depleted at close distances to the Sun, especially dur-
ing the solar maximum, when the ionization rates are
greater and the radiation pressure exceeds the gravita-
tional force. For the ISN O density, both the cavity
upwind and the density cone downwind are present.
The structures of the ISN Ne and He density are simi-
lar to each other. Both are focused downwind in the cone
region; however, the helium cone is approximately two-
fold wider than the neon and oxygen cones (full width
at half of the flux maximum in the cone is ∼ 35◦ at 1 au
for He and ∼ 15◦ for Ne and O), see, e.g., Figure 6.
This is a consequence of a larger value of the ratio of
bulk to thermal speeds (the Mach numbers for O and
Ne are larger than for He3). The density enhancement
downwind is the greatest in 1996 and for He (∼ 6 times
wrt upwind value), next for Ne (∼ 4) and O (∼ 1.5),
as shown in Figure 5. Additionally, the location of the
3 The Mach numbers of the primary populations of the ISN
species (M = vB/
√
5
6
2kT
m
): MH = 2.55, MHe = 5.08, MNe =
11.35, and MO = 10.15
6 Soko´ l et al.
Figure 2. Illustration of the calculation grid for the par-
allel plane. The arrow indicates the ISN gas flow direction,
phase angles θ for the upwind, downwind, and crosswind di-
rections are marked. The upwind/downwind hemisphere is
for positive/negative rx coordinates of heliocentric distance,
respectively.
maximum of the ISN gas density is the closest to the
Sun for He (at 1 au), further from the Sun for Ne (at
4−6 au), and next for O (at distances much greater than
10 au, at about ∼ 55 au). A comparison of the solid and
dashed lines in Figure 5 shows that the distance of the
ISN gas density peak in the cone depends on the phase
of the solar activity and the peak is further away from
the Sun in 2001 than in 1996 for He (at ∼ 3 au) and for
Ne (∼ 20 au). An exception is the peak for ISN O gas
density, for which the maximum is located closer to the
Sun in 2001 (∼ 28 au) than in 1996 (∼ 55 au). The vari-
ation in density peak location in time is a consequence
of stronger ionization during the solar maximum, which
causes that more atoms to be ionized closer to the Sun,
and only those that survive are focused downwind.
The feature of a wavy structure outward from the Sun
in the radial variations in the downwind direction (the
most pronounced for the ISN Ne and O density as pre-
sented in the upper right panel in Figure 5) is the propa-
gation of the ionization wave already reported for ISN H
by Rucin´ski & Bzowski (1995) (see their Figure 4). It
is a result of the solar cycle variations of the ionization
rates (and the radiation pressure in the case of ISN H)
and the history of these variations accounted for in the
calculation of the ISN density. Because the ISN atoms
travel through the heliosphere from tens to a few tens
of years, they are exposed to periodic solar cycle varia-
tions of the ionization strength on their route to the Sun
(see Figure 3 in Bzowski et al. (2013a)), which results
in quasi-periodic modulation of the ISN gas density.
Figure 3. Top: relation between the phase angle θ along the
planes and the angular distance to the inflow direction (θ∗ISN).
Middle: ecliptic latitude (φecl) variations as a function of
phase angle θ along the polar and crosswind planes. Bottom:
heliographic latitudes (φhel) of the points in the parallel and
ecliptic planes as a function of phase angle θ.
Table 1 summarizes the absolute ISN gas densities for
the upwind and downwind directions for selected dis-
tances from the Sun, calculated for 1996. Additionally,
Figure 6 illustrates the differences between the ISN gas
density along the crosswind, polar, and parallel planes
between 1996 and 2001 for selected distances from the
Sun. In the case of H and O, the ISN gas density vari-
ations in the crosswind plane reflect the ionization rate
variations with latitude, with smaller densities around
the solar equator, where the ionization rates are greater,
and the greater densities at higher latitudes, where the
ionization rates are smaller (see also Figure 5 in Soko´ l
et al. (2019)). The bimodal structure in the crosswind
plane (clearly visible at r = 1 au) becomes uniform with
an increase of the heliocentric distance due to decrease
of the ionization rates with increasing distance to the
Sun. Please note that due to the strong depletion of
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Figure 4. Distribution of the densities of ISN H, O, Ne, and He (from top to bottom) inside TS, normalized to the values
upwind at TS (see Table 1), within the crosswind, polar, parallel, and ecliptic planes (from left to right) with the linear scale in
the distance from the Sun for 1996. The Sun is at the distance equal to 0, the upwind hemisphere is for positive rx coordinates,
the downwind hemisphere is for negative rx coordinates. The small green dot in the middle of each panel is a circle placed at
1 au. The intensity is given in the gray scale. Selected isodensity contours are marked at the side bars. (The extended version
of the figure uses a logaritymic scale in the distance to the Sun and distances smaller than 0.3 au masked by black disks.)
ISN H at close distance to the Sun, the ISN H is al-
most entirely below the limit of the figure at r = 0.5 au.
The difference in variations of ISN O density along po-
lar and parallel planes, which share directions θ = 0◦
and θ = 180◦, is a result of different ionization rates
along atoms’ trajectories within the planes. The more
intense variation in the polar plane reflects the latitu-
dinal anisotropy of the ionization rates, which feature
a strong modulation at the poles during the solar cycle
(see Figure 5 in Soko´ l et al. (2019)).
4. PUI DENSITY
The PUI densities calculated according to Equation 2
for H+, O+, Ne+, and He+ are presented in Figure 7
from 0.3 au up to the TS. The PUI distribution is large
scale, as is visible in linear scale, but the logarithmic
8 Soko´ l et al.
Figure 5. Normalized ISN gas density for H, O, Ne, and He along selected directions in space as a function of distance to the
Sun (r [au]). The densities are normalized to the value of the ISN gas density in the upwind direction at TS for each species
separately, according to Table 1. The solid lines are for 1996, the dashed lines are for 2001. The direction θ = 160◦ in the
parallel plane is an approximate direction for which the ISN Ne and O densities have minimum in the downwind hemisphere
(see Figure 6). North and south poles are heliographic poles.
scale for distances from the Sun reveals, additionally,
that the structures which are close to the Sun and high-
lights the differences in PUI density distributions be-
tween various species, as illustrated in Figure 8. Com-
parison of Figures 7 and 8 for PUI density distributions
with Figures 4 and 18 for the ISN gas density distribu-
tions reveals the differences between PUIs and ISN gas
from which the PUIs originate. The more variable struc-
tures in the PUI density distributions is a consequence
of modulation of the PUI production rates by ionization
rates. Additionally, the ISN gas density and the ioniza-
tion rates vary differently as a function of distance from
the Sun and latitude (Soko´ l et al. 2019).
ISN Gas And PUIs: Large-scale Structures 9
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Figure 6. Normalized ISN density along the crosswind (top), polar (middle), and parallel (bottom) planes for selected distances
from the Sun. The densities are normalized to the value of the ISN gas density in the upwind direction at TS for each species
separately, according to Table 1. Solid lines are for 1996, and dashed lines for 2001. Please note that for r = 0.5 au the ISN H
normalized densities are below the lower limit of the figure and thus not present in the figure. See the text for an explanation.
In the crosswind plane, the bimodal structure of the
PUI density with enhancement around the solar equa-
tor is pronounced (Figure 7). This is a consequence
of higher PUI production rates around the solar equa-
tor due to the higher ionization rates in this region. In
the polar, parallel, and ecliptic planes, the PUI density
forms a cone downwind, similarly as for the ISN density.
The PUI cone, however, is formed closer to the Sun than
the ISN gas density cone.
Additionally, an enhancement in the PUI density is
formed in the upwind hemisphere, known as the cres-
cent (see Figures 7 and 8). The crescent formation de-
pends on the ionization rates: the higher the ionization,
the more pronounced the crescent is. For example, the
crescent is present for O+ and H+ PUIs regardless of
the phase of the solar activity (see, e.g., Figure 10). For
Ne+ PUIs density the crescent is more pronounced when
compared to cone during the solar maximum, when the
ionization rates for Ne are greater. For He+ PUIs, the
crescent is not as pronounced as for the other species
and it is formed inside the Earth orbit. Both the cres-
cent and the cone of PUIs of various species were studied
experimentally by, e.g., STEREO/Plastic instruments
(Drews et al. 2012).
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Figure 7. Distribution of the density of H+, O+, Ne+, and He+ PUIs (from top to bottom) inside TS for the crosswind,
polar, parallel, and ecliptic planes in 1996. The PUI density is normalized to the PUI density upwind at TS in 1996 for each
species separately (see Table 1). The Sun is at the distance equal to 0, the upwind hemisphere is for positive rx coordinates,
the downwind hemisphere is for negative rx coordinates. The small green dot in the middle of each panel is a circle placed at
1 au. The intensity is given in the gray scale. Selected isodensity contours are marked in the side bars.
As presented in Figure 8 qualitatively and Figure 9
quantitatively, for He+ and Ne+ PUIs the enhance-
ment of PUI density forms closer to the Sun than for
ISN gas (compared with Figure 5). The PUI den-
sity peaks downwind are at ∼ 0.2 (∼ 0.7) au for He+,
∼ 1 (∼ 4.6) au for Ne+, ∼ 6 (∼ 16) au for O+, and
∼ 12 (∼ 24) au for H+ in 1996 (2001). Upwind, the PUI
density peaks are expected at < 0.3 (∼ 0.4) au for He+,
∼ 0.7 (∼ 2.3) au for Ne+, ∼ 4 (∼ 5.2) au for O+, and ∼ 7
(∼ 7) au for H+ in 1996 (2001). In the case of H+ PUIs,
the highest density is expected upwind (more than 3
times greater than at the TS upwind). For O+ PUIs,
the density enhancement is similar for both the crescent
and the cone (from 5 to 6 times greater than upwind
at the TS), while the crescent peak is closer to the Sun
than the cone peak. For Ne+ PUIs, the density en-
hancement is the greatest downwind in 1996 (about 100
times wrt to upwind at the TS) and reduces to about
40 times in 2001 (wrt to the upwind value at the TS in
1996). For the Ne+ PUI crescent, the enhancement is
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but with logarithmic scale in the distance from the Sun.
of a factor of ∼ 20 for both 1996 and 2001. In the case
of He+ PUIs, the density enhancement is the greatest
downwind, being of a factor of almost 103 in 1996 and
3 × 102 in 2001. Table 1 summarizes the absolute den-
sities of PUIs for the upwind and downwind directions
for selected distances from the Sun.
Additionally, a comparison of solid and dashed lines in
Figures 9 and 10 illustrates the variation of the PUI den-
sity with the phase of the solar activity. The expected
PUI density is smaller closer to the Sun in 2001 and
higher at far distances from the Sun than in 1996, see
the heliocentric distance of the intersection of the solid
and dashed lines in Figure 9 and interlacing of these
lines in Figure 10 as a function of phase angle along the
planes. The stronger ionization rates in 2001 (during
the solar maximum) cause a smaller ISN gas density at
closer distances to the Sun (Figure 5 and 6). In conse-
quence, fewer ions are produced at close distances to the
Sun and more ISN atoms are ionized at further distances
from the Sun. As a result, the maximum of PUI density
12 Soko´ l et al.
Figure 9. Normalized PUI density for H+, O+, Ne+, and He+ along selected directions in space. The normalization is to the
PUI density upwind at TS in 1996 for each species separately (see Table 1). The solid lines are for 1996, the dashed lines are
for 2001. The direction θ = 160◦ in the parallel plane is an approximate direction for which the ISN Ne and O densities have
minimum in the downwind hemisphere (see Figure 6). North and south poles are heliographic poles.
moves outward from the Sun. Additionally, the variation
of the PUI density both as a function of latitude and as a
function of angular distance from the upwind direction,
holds throughout the heliosphere with only the magni-
tude modulated between 1996 and 2001 as illustrated in
Figure 10 (see further discussion in Section 5.4).
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1. Cavity
Bzowski et al. (2008) determined the density of ISN H
at TS by analysis of the Ulysses H+ PUIs measurements
and by taking advantage of the geometrical location
of the hydrogen cavity (see also Kowalska-Leszczynska
et al. 2018a). The cavity is by definition a location in
space where the local ISN gas density is equal to e−1
of the density in the source region, e.g., at TS upwind
ISN Gas And PUIs: Large-scale Structures 13
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Figure 10. Normalized PUI density along crosswind (top), polar (middle), and parallel (bottom) planes for selected distances
from the Sun. The normalization is to the PUI density upwind at TS in 1996 for each species separately (see Table 1). The
solid lines are for 1996, the dashed lines are for 2001. Please note that the black dashed line for H+ PUI density at r = 0.5 au
in 2001 is below the lower limit of the figure.(
nISN,cavity = e
−1nISN,TS
)
. We use this definition of cav-
ity and determine the locations of the cavities for ISN
H, He, O, and Ne.
Figure 11 shows the determined cavity locations
within the crosswind, polar, parallel, and ecliptic planes
both during the solar minimum in 1996 and during
the solar maximum in 2001. The cavity locations and
shapes are significantly different among the species and
in various planes. The biggest cavity is for ISN H and
O, the smallest for ISN He, for which it is located at
about 0.5 au in 2001 and closer to the Sun in 1996.
The cavity increased for Ne and He in 2001 due to the
stronger ionization rates (see the discussion in the previ-
ous sections). For ISN O, the change in cavity location
between 1996 and 2001 is small in the parallel and eclip-
tic planes, in the polar and crosswind planes it is located
further away from the Sun in 2001. For ISN H, the cav-
ity extends to more than 20 au downwind in 1996 and
shrinks to about 15 au downwind in 2001. This change
for hydrogen cavity between 1996 and 2001 is a result
of joint action of both the radiation pressure variations
in time and the secular decrease of the solar wind flux
between the solar cycles 22 and 23 measured in-situ by
instruments in the ecliptic plane and by Ulysses out of
14 Soko´ l et al.
Figure 11. Cavities of the ISN gas densities for H, O, Ne, and He, defined as a location in space where nISN,cavity = e
−1nISN,TS
determined in each of the four planes discussed. Upwind hemisphere is for positive rx coordinates, and downwind hemisphere
for negative rx coordinates. The left panels show the cavities during the solar minimum in 1996 and the right panels during the
solar maximum in 2001. The gray disk in the bottom panels marks the region with distances from the Sun smaller than 0.3 au,
within which the ionization rate model used in the calculation is uncertain (see Section 2.2).
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the ecliptic plane (see, e.g., McComas et al. 2008; Soko´ l
et al. 2013, 2019).
Upwind, the ISN H cavity is located at ∼ 4 au and this
location did not change between 1996 and 2001, which
is a result of the increase of the solar wind density be-
tween 1996 and 2001 as measured by instruments in the
Earth’s orbit and by Ulysses. This is not a typical so-
lar cycle variation, because as discussed by Rucin´ski &
Bzowski (1995) (see Figures 8 and 9 there), the varia-
tions of the ISN H cavity location upwind and down-
wind are about 20% during the solar cycle. For ISN O,
the cavity upwind is located at 3-3.5 au from the Sun.
Downwind, however, the ISN O cavity has a two-wing
structure with the closest distance to the Sun along the
downwind axis at ∼ 2.5 au and ∼ 5 au in 1996 and 2001,
respectively. Further away from the flow axis, the cavity
expands up to about 11 au from the Sun. In the case
of ISN Ne, the cavity is located between 0.5 and 1 au
with a two-wing structure similar to that of the ISN O
cavity in the downwind hemisphere in 1996. It expands
beyond 1 au and reaches as far as 3 au in the parallel
and ecliptic planes for angular distances to the down-
wind axis of about 45◦ in 2001. Upwind, the ISN Ne
cavity moves from ∼0.7 au in 1996 to ∼1.7 au in 2001.
The two-wing shape of the cavity downwind discussed
for ISN O is characteristic also for ISN Ne, and He. It
results from the presence of the focusing cone.
The locations of the cavities for various ISN species
together with the successful measurements of the PUIs
of this species may allow, in the future, to determine
the absolute density of the ISN gas of various species as
Bzowski et al. (2008) did for ISN H.
5.2. PUI abundances
The composition of the local interstellar matter brings
information about the physical state and the chemical
evolution of the galactic matter surrounding the Sun.
The abundance ratios of the ISN gas species in front of
the heliosphere are important for the study of ACRs, for
which PUIs are the source population (see, e.g., Chalov
& Fahr 1996; Cummings & Stone 1996; Gloeckler et al.
2009). The Ne/O ratio was determined, e.g, by in-situ
measurements of the IBEX-Lo detector (Bochsler et al.
2012; Park et al. 2014). Bzowski et al. (2013a) stud-
ied the modulation of the expected abundance ratios of
Ne/He, O/He, and Ne/O at 1 au during the solar cy-
cle. Here, we discuss the relative abundance ratios of
ISN gas species and PUIs as a function of heliocentric
distance and latitude in 1996 and in 2001.
Table 2. Variations of the relative abundance ratios of ISN
gas (ξnormISN ) and PUI (ξ
norm
PUI ) densities at r = 1 au with re-
spect to TS (ξnorm(r = 1)/ξnorm(r = TS)) for the upwind
(Up) and downwind (Dn) direction for the solar minimum in
1996 and the solar maximum in 2001.
ξnormISN
1996 2001
Up Dn Up Dn
Ne/O 5.6 27.7 4.1 39.0
H/He 2.3× 10−2 7.0× 10−4 1.3× 10−2 6.9× 10−6
Ne/He 5.5× 10−1 2.8× 10−1 3.2× 10−1 6.3× 10−2
O/He 9.9× 10−2 1.0× 10−2 8.0× 10−2 1.6× 10−3
ξnormPUI
1996 2001
Up Dn Up Dn
Ne+/O+ 10.2 41.0 5.4 49.2
H+/He+ 4.8× 10−3 2.5× 10−4 3.0× 10−3 2.1× 10−4
Ne+/He+ 3.2× 10−1 1.5× 10−1 1.8× 10−1 3.4× 10−2
O+/He+ 3.2× 10−2 3.7× 10−3 3.4× 10−2 6.8× 10−4
We define the relative abundance ratio for the ISN gas
density as:
ξnormISN =
(
nISN(X)
nISN(Y )
)(
nISN,TS(X)
nISN,TS(Y )
)−1
, (3)
and for the PUI density as:
ξnormPUI =
(
nPUI(X)
nPUI(Y )
)(
nPUI,TS(X)
nPUI,TS(Y )
)−1
, (4)
where X and Y refer to H, He, Ne, and O, nISN,TS and
nPUI,TS are listed in Table 1. We calculate the relative
abundance ratios for H/He, Ne/He, O/He, and Ne/O
ISN gas densities, as well as for H+/He+, Ne+/He+,
O+/He+, and Ne+/O+ for PUI densities. Effectively,
the ξnorm parameters correspond to the change of a given
abundance between the value in the upwind direction at
the TS and a given location in space for a given time.
Figure 12 presents ξnormISN and Figure 13 presents ξ
norm
PUI
as a function of phase angle θ along the crosswind, polar,
and parallel planes for selected distances from the Sun
in 1996 and in 2001. As presented, the modulation of
the relative abundance ratios is from one to three orders
of magnitude between TS and 1 au.
The Ne/O and Ne+/O+ abundance ratios increase
with respect to the TS with the decrease of the helio-
centric distance. The respective ratios to He decrease
toward the Sun. This is a result of stronger depletion
of the ISN Ne and O density than the ISN He density
inside the heliosphere (Figure 6) due to higher ioniza-
tion rates for Ne and O than for He (see Figures 3 and
16 Soko´ l et al.
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Figure 12. Relative abundance ratios for ISN gas density calculated according to Equation 3 along crosswind (top), polar
(middle), and parallel (bottom) planes for selected distances from the Sun. The solid lines are for 1996 and the dashed lines are
for 2001.
8 in Soko´ l et al. (2019)). The relative abundance ra-
tios for ISN gas density and PUI density vary with the
angle with respect to the ISN gas flow direction, as illus-
trated in the parallel and polar planes in Figures 12 and
13. The highest ratios are expected downwind for Ne/O
and Ne/He (and also for Ne+/O+ and Ne+/He+), for
the ratios of O/He (O+/He+) and H/He (H+/He+), the
highest magnitudes are expected upwind. Table 2 sum-
marizes the variation of ξnormISN and ξ
norm
PUI between 1 au
and TS for the upwind and downwind directions in 1996
and 2001.
The double-peak structure for Ne/O and Ne+/O+
in 1996 and the double-minimum structure for Ne/He
(Ne+/He+) and O/He (O+/He+) in both 1996 and 2001
at small angular distances to the downwind axis, present
in Figure 12, result from different modulation of the
ISN gas and PUI densities as a function of phase an-
gle at close angular distances to the downwind axis.
As illustrated already in Figures 6 and 10, the ISN He
and He+ PUI density smoothly increase from upwind to
downwind, whereas the density for ISN Ne and O and
Ne+ and O+ PUIs decrease from upwind to downwind
with a minimum at about 20◦ from the downwind axis
and next significantly increase as a cone. This results in
double-peak/minimum variations of the relative abun-
dance ratios for the ISN gas and PUIs as a function
ISN Gas And PUIs: Large-scale Structures 17
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Figure 13. Same as in Figure 12, but for the relative abundance ratios for the PUI density (Equation 4).
of angular distance from the downwind direction. Such
structures might have important implications for inter-
pretation of measurements, as the measured ratio may
decrease while approaching to the downwind axis with
a subsequent rapid increase.
5.3. Anistropy of ISN gas distribution
The ISN atoms traverse various latitudes before be-
ing detected in the ecliptic plane, especially for the
downwind hemisphere. The latitudinal variation of the
ionization rates results in significant departures of the
ISN gas density from axial symmetry along the upwind-
downwind direction, and consequently of the PUI den-
sity. We compare the ISN gas and PUI densities ex-
pected at 1 au for both ecliptic and parallel planes for
the case of oxygen, calculated with the total ioniza-
tion rates constant in time and spherically symmetric
(βion = 5 × 10−7 s−1, which is a total ionization rate
value characteristic for the solar minimum for ISN O in
the ecliptic plane and an average value for the polar lat-
itudes, see Figure 8 in Soko´ l et al. (2019)) with those for
the ionization rates variable in time and in heliographic
latitude (see results in Figure 14).
Oxygen is the most prone for the anisotropies of the
solar ionizing medium via the solar wind, which con-
tributes to the charge exchange and electron impact ion-
ization reactions (as discussed by Soko´ l et al. (2019)).
For the case of constant ionization rates, in both ecliptic
and parallel planes the ISN O gas density variations as
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Figure 14. Anisotropy of the ISN O gas density (left) and O+ PUI density (right) in the ecliptic (solid lines) and parallel
(dashed) planes at 1 au in 1996. The dark green lines illustrate the case with ionization rates variable in heliographic latitude,
while the light green lines illustrate a case with the ionization rates constant in time and latitude equal to 5× 10−7 s−1 (see the
text for an explanation). Please note that the light green solid and dashed lines are almost identical except in the downwind
direction.
a function of phase angle are almost identical in shape
(an exception is the downwind direction), with about
80% reduction of the gas at an angular distance to the
cone of ∼ 20◦ with respect to the upwind direction. A
narrow cone is formed inside, where the gas density in-
creases to about 0.5 and 0.7 of the value upwind in the
ecliptic and parallel planes, respectively. However, the
ISN O densities calculated for the more realistic case,
with the ionization rates anisotropic in heliographic lat-
itude, show asymmetries in the downwind hemisphere.
The asymmetries are well visible in the ecliptic plane,
which is not in phase with the variation of the helio-
graphic latitude along the plane as it is in the parallel
plane (see bottom panel in Figure 3). While the magni-
tudes of the ISN density in the cone are similar in both
planes (∼ 0.72 and ∼ 0.77 of the value upwind in the
ecliptic and the parallel planes, respectively), the reduc-
tion of the gas density before the cone is greater for the
parallel plane, and after the cone both in the parallel
and ecliptic planes, with a reduction as much as 90%.
These anisotropies in the ISN gas propagate to the
PUI density, being further modulated by the asymmet-
ric ionization rates that produce ions. The right-hand
panel in Figure 14 presents the O+ PUI densities cal-
culated for the same assumptions regarding ionization
rates and ISN densities as in the left-hand panel. Again,
for the case with the ionization rates constant in time
and latitude, the PUI densities between the ecliptic and
parallel planes differ only in the cone, with smaller re-
duction with respect to the upwind direction in the par-
allel plane (about 30% reduction) than in the ecliptic
plane (about 50% reduction). In the case with ioniza-
tion rates variable in time and heliographic latitude, the
anisotropy as a function of phase angle is present along
the ecliptic plane. The amplitude between the smallest
PUI density before the cone and after the cone to the
value in the cone varies from ∼ 0.22 to ∼ 0.12, respec-
tively.
The anisotropy of the ISN gas and PUI densities along
the ecliptic plane is present for all species; however, the
effect is the strongest for oxygen, and next for neon, for
which the gas and PUI densities in the cone are about
30% higher in the parallel plane. Thus, the anisotropy
of the PUI variations along the ecliptic plane (if mea-
surable), together with careful modeling of the ISN gas
modulation inside the heliosphere, might serve as a com-
plementary tool to study the latitudinal variations of the
ionization rates that modulate both ISN gas and PUIs,
at least for ISN O.
5.4. Variation at TS
The cones of ISN gas and PUI densities that form in
the downwind hemisphere persist up to the TS and be-
yond, as presented in Figure 15. The ISN gas density
remains constant along the TS up to about 40◦ from
and after the downwind axis, where the change of the
density with respect to upwind is greater than 10%. The
strongest modification from the upwind value is exactly
downwind, where the ISN gas density is ∼ 2.3 for Ne and
∼ 1.5 for He and O greater than upwind. For H, the
density downwind is about 0.8 of the density upwind.
Consequently, the relative ISN gas density abundance
ratios (Equation 3) also diverge from the upwind value,
as illustrated in Figure 15. The H/He ratio decreases
downwind to ∼ 0.55 of the upwind value. The Ne/O
and Ne/He ratios are 1.5 higher than upwind, and the
smallest increase downwind is for the O/He ratio being
just about 1.05; however, the increase follows a decrease
by about 30% at ∼ 15◦ from the downwind axis. A sim-
ilar decrease just before the increase is present for the
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Figure 15. Variation of the normalized ISN gas density (left) and the ISN gas density relative abundance ratios (right) as a
function of phase angle θ along the polar plane at TS.
Figure 16. Variation of the normalized PUI density (top) and the PUI density relative abundance ratios (bottom) along the
crosswind, polar, and parallel planes at the TS in 1996 (solid lines) and in 2001 (dashed lines).
Ne/He ratio, being about 20%. No significant differences
in the ISN gas variations along the TS are expected be-
tween 1996 and 2001.
The modulation of PUI densities at the TS is much
more intense than the modulation of the ISN gas. Fig-
ure 16 presents the variation of the normalized PUI den-
sity and the relative PUI density abundance ratios along
the crosswind, polar, and parallel planes in 1996 and in
2001. The PUI densities vary significantly as a function
of phase angle from the upwind direction. For H+ PUI,
a decrease downwind is formed, being about 50% of the
upwind value. For the PUIs of the remaining species,
the highest PUI densities are again expected downwind
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at TS; the increase is more than 30% for He+ and about
70% for Ne+.
In contrast to the ISN gas densities, the PUI den-
sities at the TS strongly vary between 1996 and 2001.
The PUI densities are greater during the solar maximum
than during the solar minimum for all species and in all
three planes considered. For H+ PUIs, the greatest in-
crease is for the polar plane, since the whole latitudinal
structure changes due to the change of the latitudinal
variations of the ionization rates with the solar activity
cycle. The greatest increase of the PUI density at the
TS due to the change of the phase of the solar activity
is for He+ and Ne+, being about a factor of 2.5 for up-
wind to 3 (He+) and 4 (Ne+) downwind. For O+ PUIs,
the density at the TS in 2001 is about 1.5 times greater
than in 1996 both upwind and downwind.
The nonuniform spatial distribution and solar cycle
variations of the PUIs at the TS are reflected in the PUI
density relative abundance ratios (Equation 4), as illus-
trated in the bottom row panels in Figure 16. The ξnormPUI
remains close to 1 only in the parallel plane and to about
40◦ angular distance from the downwind axis on both
sides. In the parallel plane, the Ne+/O+ ratio increases
downwind by a factor of 1.8 and the H+/He+ ratio de-
creases by a factor of almost 0.3. In the case of Ne+/He+
and O+/He+ ratios, the modulation with phase angle in
the parallel plane initially shows a decrease (up to 0.7
and 0.5 of the upwind value, respectively), and next an
increase downwind (to ∼ 0.7 and ∼ 1.4, respectively).
This spatial anisotropy of the PUIs might be reflected
in the ACRs if only observations for various directions
and moments in time were available.
5.5. Preferable locations for observations
PUIs originating from the ISN gas have been impor-
tant tools to diagnose the processes inside and outside
of the heliosphere since their direct detection by SULE-
ICA/AMPTE (Mo¨bius et al. 1985). Since then, PUIs
have been successfully measured by many missions, e.g.,
Ulysses (Gloeckler et al. 1993; Gloeckler & Geiss 1998;
Cannon et al. 2014), Cassini (McComas et al. 2004; Hill
et al. 2009), New Horizons (Mall et al. 1998; Randol
et al. 2013; McComas et al. 2017), Voyager 1 & 2 (Ar-
gall et al. 2017; Hollick et al. 2018a,b), ACE (Gloeckler
et al. 1998; Gloeckler & Geiss 2001; Chen et al. 2013;
Fisher et al. 2016), STEREO (Drews et al. 2010, 2012,
2015; Taut et al. 2018), MESSENGER (Gershman et al.
2014), SOHO/CELIAS (Berger et al. 2015; Taut et al.
2015).
Figures 8 and 9 present that detection at 1 au is prefer-
able for He+ PUIs regardless of the phase of the solar
activity, which has been confirmed by observations (e.g.,
ACE, Fisher et al. (2016)). Also the maximum of the
Ne+ PUI density is expected around 1 au during the
solar minimum. However, for H+ and O+ PUIs, as well
as for Ne+ PUIs during the solar maximum, the prefer-
able locations for detection, defined by the maximum of
the PUI density, are at distances from about 5 au up to
about 25 au. Thus, as this study shows, it is challenging
to sample PUIs of various species with one instrument
at certain locations, because of the spatial separation of
the PUI density maxima (Figures 17).
As already pointed out by Hollick et al. (2018b), and
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 in their paper, Voyager
1 & 2 spacecraft trajectories after the launch transi-
tioned from a region of dominance of the He+ PUIs pro-
duction rate to a region where the H+ PUI production
rate dominates in the heliosphere. The transition where
more H+ than He+ PUIs are produced, happens between
∼ 3 − 4 au. If only the fluxes of Ne+ and O+ PUIs
are high enough, the Ne+ PUIs should be observed by
Voyager just after launch, and O+ PUIs around Jupiter
orbit. However, Table 1 shows that the expected densi-
ties for Ne+ and O+ are from 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
lower than the densities of He+ and H+.
For H+ PUIs, the most interesting location is the up-
wind hemisphere, where the ISN H gas is not strongly
depleted by the ionizing solar radiation (Figure 17). Ad-
vantage of this was taken by the New Horizons observa-
tions (McComas et al. 2017). The downwind hemisphere
is the most preferable region to sample PUIs of He+,
Ne+, and O+, see Figure 17 and also Mall et al. (1996b,a,
1998). The studies by Ulysses (Gloeckler 1996), Cassini
(McComas et al. 2004; Hill et al. 2009), Voyager 1&
2 (Hollick et al. 2018a,b,c), and New Horizons (McCo-
mas et al. 2017) measurements confirmed the detection
of H+ and He+ PUIs along the spacecraft trajectories,
while Geiss et al. (1994) reported also about the detec-
tion of Ne+ and O+ PUIs by Ulysses. Interestingly, as
our study shows, for the O+ PUIs both the upwind and
downwind hemispheres seem to be good locations for ob-
servations; however, the most preferable distances from
the Sun are from Jupiter up to Pluto orbits.
6. SUMMARY
We studied the ISN gas density for H, He, Ne, and
O and the H+, He+, Ne+, and O+ PUI density spa-
tial distributions from inside 1 au up to the TS during
the solar minimum and maximum. Our study shows
that different species have different ISN and PUI den-
sity structures because of different modulation by the
solar ionizing factors. We showed that the latitudinal
anisotropy of the ionization rates causes anisotropy of
the ISN gas density and PUI density measured along
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Figure 17. Locations of the maxima of PUI density of H+ (black), He+ (orange), Ne+ (blue), and O+ (green) in 1996 (filled
dots) and in 2001 (empty dots) in the ecliptic plane. The locations of the maxima for the H+ PUI in 1996 and 2001 are the
same within the grid adopted in calculations. The H+ PUI density in 1996 is presented as a background (see Figure 7) with
the upwind/downwind hemisphere for the positive/negative rx coordinates of distance from the Sun, respectively. The orbits
of Earth, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter and the trajectories of Ulysses, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2, New Horizons, and Cassini are
superimposed. The ISN H cavity in 1996 is marked by the light gray dotted line. The yellow dotted line encircles a region inside
which the He+ PUI density is 50 times greater than upwind at the TS in 1996. The black dotted line encircles a region outside
which the H+ PUI density is greater than the density upwind at the TS in 1996. The yellow dot in the middle of the graphics
is the Sun (not to scale).
the ecliptic plane. Because the anisotropy is different for
various species, the ISN and PUI density relative abun-
dance ratios vary nonuniformly in space and in time.
The study showed that while ISN density maxima are
expected outside 1 au, the PUI density maxima are ex-
pected closer to the Sun. The greatest PUI densities
through the heliosphere are expected for He+ PUIs, next
for H+ PUIs, and next for Ne+ and O+ PUIs. We con-
cluded that simultaneous observations of PUIs of all of
the discussed species might be challenging because of
the spatial separation of the PUI density maxima inside
the heliosphere. The most preferable location for the
detection of He+ PUIs is downwind inside 1 au. For
Ne+ PUIs the best moment for detection is the solar
minimum at 1 au, while during the solar maximum the
peak is shifted almost to the Jupiter’s orbit with more
than 50% reduction of the density. The O+ PUIs could
be looked for both upwind and downwind, for which
the intensities are expected to be similar; however, the
acceptable locations are at distances starting from the
22 Soko´ l et al.
Jupiter orbit up to a few tens of astronomical units. The
upwind hemisphere is confirmed to be the best location
to detect H+ PUIs.
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